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1.

APS letter number 102-07034, Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3,
Docket No. STN 50-530, American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Code, Section XI, Request for Approval of an Alternative to Flaw Removal Relief Request 53, dated April 17, 2015

2. NRC Letter Palo Verde Nuclear GeneratingStation, Unit 3 - Relief Request 53,
Alternative to ASME Code, Section XI Requirements, dated September 15,
2015

3. APS letter number 102-05324, Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Units 1,
2, 3, Docket Nos. STN 50-528/529/530, 10 CFR 50.55a(a) (3) (i) Alternative
Repair Request for Reactor Coolant System Hot Leg Alloy 600 Small-Bore
Nozzles (Relief Request 31, Revision 1)
Dear Sirs:
Subject:

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS)
Unit 3
Docket No. 50-530
American 'Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,
Section XI, Request for Approval of an Alternative to Flaw
Removal - Relief Request 54

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(z)(1), Arizona Public Service Company (APS) requests
NRC approval of Relief Request 54, which proposes an alternative to the ASME Code
requirements of Section XI related to flaw indications identified in a Unit 3 reactor
coolant pump 2A suction pressure instrument nozzle. Specifically, APS is proposing
a half-nozzle repair and a flaw evaluation as an alternative to the ASME Section XI
requirements for flaw removal of IWA-4421, and successive examinations of IWB2420.

APS submitted Relief Request 53 (Reference 1) for use of the proposed alternatives
through the current 1 9 th operating fuel cycle. Relief Request 53 was verbally
approved by the NRC staff in a teleconference on April 24, 2015, and in a written
safety evaluation (Reference 2).
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The duration of Relief Request 54 is for the remainder of the current Unit 3 Inservice

Inspection Program

-

Third Interval, ending on January 10, 2018. The duration is

based on the attached analyses which demonstrate acceptability of the proposed
alternative through the remainder of the Unit 3 licensed operating life.
The enclosure includes the relief request with attachments that provide the
supporting evaluation. Attachment 1 provides a non-proprietary version of the
supporting evaluation. Attachment 2 provides a proprietary version of the supporting
evaluation.
An affidavit is provided in Attachment 1 of the Enclosure which supports the
proprietary nature of the information included in the proprietary document provided
in Attachment 2. The affidavit, signed by Westinghouse Electric Company
(Westinghouse), the owner of the information, sets forth the basis on which the
information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and
addresses with specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of Section
2.390. Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the information which is
proprietary to Westinghouse be withheld from public disclosure.
Correspondence with respect to the copyright or proprietary aspects of the
proprietary document or the supporting Westinghouse affidavit should be addressed
to James Gresham, Manager, Regulatory Compliance, Westinghouse Electric
Company, 1000 Westinghouse Drive, Building 3, Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania,
16066.
APS requests approval of this relief request prior to commencement of the next Unit
3 refueling outage, currently scheduled to begin October 8, 2016.
No new commitments are being made to the NRC by this letter. This letter credits
the tracking of startup and shutdown times described in an existing regulatory
commitment contained in Reference 3. The tracking ensures on-going validation of
the assumptions of a supporting corrosion analysis described in the Enclosure to this
letter.
Should you need further information regarding this submittal, please contact Michael
D. Dilorenzo, Licensing Section Leader, at (623) 393-3495.
Sincerely,

JrJohnDigitally signed by Cadogan Jr, John
adogan

J(Z 07 696)

DN: cn=Cadogan

Jr, John J(Z07696)

Date: 2015.10.22 15:42:30 -07'00'
JJC/DCE/ajf
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ATTACHM ENTS

Attachment 1

-

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3 Reactor Coolant
Pump 2A Suction Safe End Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle
Repair Evaluation, WCAP-1 8051-NP, Non-proprietary Version

Attachment 2

-

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3 Reactor Coolant
Pump 2A Suction Safe End Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle
Repair Evaluation, WCAP-1 8051 -P, Proprietary Version
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Background Information
On April 7, 2015, during the Unit 3 refueling outage, evidence of leakage was found
during post-shutdown boric acid walkdowns at the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
Station (PVNGS) Unit 3 reactor coolant pump (RCP) 2A suction pressure instrument
nozzle. In response, on April 8, 2015, a visual examination of the nozzle was conducted
in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Case N-722-1, Additional Examinations for PWR Pressure
Retaining Welds in Class 1 Components FabricatedWith Alloy 600/82/182 Materials,
Section XI, Division 1. Arizona Public Service Company (APS) determined the
indication to be reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure boundary leakage based on the
results.
The RCP 2A suction instrument nozzle was an Alloy 600, 1-inch nominal pipe size, that
contained an internal orifice designed to limit RCS leakage to within the capacity of the
charging system in the event of a connected instrument line break. The nozzle extends
through the approximate 3-inch thick RCP suction safe end pipe wall to connect to its
associated instrument piping. A J-groove weld that connects the suction instrument
nozzle to the safe end pipe wall inner surface provided the original RCS pressure
boundary. The ASME Section III, Class 1 to Class 2 boundary break was originally
located at the internal orifice within the suction instrument nozzle.
The RCP 2A suction instrument nozzle is one of twenty Unit 3 RCS cold leg instrument
nozzles inspected in accordance with Table 1, Item B1 5.205, of ASME Code Case N722-1. Subsequent to the visual examination performed on April 8, 2015, the scope
was expanded to visually examine the remaining 19 RCS cold leg instrument nozzles in
accordance with Note 7 of Code Case N-722-1, Table 1, Examination Categories. No
additional leakage locations were identified.
An ASME Code-compliant half-nozzle repair was implemented to replace the original
function of the J-groove weld on the interior of the safe end wall. The replacement halfnozzle consists of forged, primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) resistant
Alloy 690 drilled round bar stock attached by an external J-groove weld. The half-nozzle
repair effectively transfers the Class 1 RCS pressure boundary weld from the original
internal J-groove weld in the RCP carbon steel safe end to the new external J-groove
weld. The replacement half-nozzle assembly contains a bored orifice, and integral 90
degree elbow that are equivalent to the original design. The inner portion of the original
RCP 2A suction instrument nozzle and the J-groove weld (remnant nozzle and remnant
weld) will remain in place. In summary, the repair relocated the RCS pressure
boundary from the RCP 2A suction instrument nozzle remnant J-groove weld to a new
exterior J-groove weld. Additionally, the ASME Class 1 to Class 2 boundary break was
relocated from the remnant nozzle internal orifice to the replacement nozzle orifice.
The replacement half-nozzle and J-groove weld were constructed from Alloy 690 and
52M materials. As such, the visual examination requirements of Code Case N-722-1,
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which applies to Alloy 600 materials, are not applicable to the half-nozzle repair. It will
continue to be categorized as B-P in accordance with Section Xl, Table IWB-2500-1,
Examination Categories, with respect to the pressure test program.
The Enclosure includes the following attachments:
*

Attachment 1 - Palo Verde Nuclear GeneratingStation Unit 3 Reactor Coolant
Pump 2A Suction Safe End Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle RepairEvaluation,
WCAP-1 8051-NP, Non-proprietary Version

*

Attachment 2 - Palo Verde Nuclear GeneratingStation Unit 3 Reactor Coolant
Pump 2A Suction Safe End Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle Repair Evaluation,
WCAP-18051-P, Proprietary Version

APS submitted Relief Request 53 for use of the proposed alternatives through the
current 1 9 th operating fuel cycle (References 2 - 4). Relief Request 53 was verbally
approved by the NRC staff in a teleconference on April 24, 2015, and in a written safety
evaluation (References 5 and 6). Relief Request 53 did not address the successive
examination requirements of Section Xl, IWB-2420 since the approval would expire
prior to the successive examinations being required.
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1.

ASME Code Components Affected

Components:
Code Class:

RCP 2A Suction Pressure Instrument Nozzle

Examination Category:

ASME Code Case N-722-1, Class 1 PWR Components
Containing Alloy 600/82/1 82

Code Item Number:

B15.205

Description:

Reactor Coolant System Cold Leg Instrument Connection

Size:

1 inch Nominal Pipe Size at the RCP 2A Suction Pressure

Class 1

Instrument Nozzle J-groove Weld
SB-166 Alloy 600 Nozzle and ERNiCr-3/ENiCrFe-3 Alloy
82/182 Butter and Weld

Material:

2.
Applicable Code Edition and Addenda
PVNGS Unit No. 3, Inservice Inspection Program (ISI) - Third Interval, ending January
10, 2018: ASME B&PV, Section Xl, 2001 Edition including Addenda through 2003
(Reference 1) as supplemented by 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(E), Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary Visual Inspections.

3.

Applicable Code Requirements

Section XI, Article IWA-4000 provides requirements for repair/replacement activities
IWA-4421 states, in part:
Defects shall be removed or mitigated in accordance with the following
requirements...

Section Xl, Article IWB-2000 provides examination and inspection requirements for
Class 1 components.
IWB-2420(b) states, in part:

If a component is accepted for continued service in accordance with IWB3132.3 or IWB-3142.4, the areas containing flaws or relevant conditions shall
be reexamined during the next three inspection periods listed in the schedule of
the inspection program of IWB-2400...
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The following Section Xl articles are not applicable because they are exempted by

Article IWB-1220(b)(1), as addressed by 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(E)(2) and Code Case
N-722-1 since the nominal pipe size of the nozzle is one inch or less:
Section Xl, Article IWA-3000 provides standards for examination evaluation.
IWA-3100(a) states, in part:
Evaluation shall be made of flaws detected during an inservice
examination as required by IWB-3000 for Class 1 pressure retaining
components ....
IWA-3300(b) states, in part:
Flaws shall be characterized in accordance with IWA-3310 through IWA3390, as applicable.
Section XI, Article IWB-3000 provides acceptance standards for Class 1
components.
IWB-3420 states:
Each detected flaw or group of flaws shall be characterized by the rules
of IWA-3300 to establish the dimensions of the flaws. These dimensions
shall be used in conjunction with the acceptance standards of IWB-3500.
4.

Reason for Request

APS conducted boric acid walkdowns inside the containment building at the beginning

of the PVNGS Unit 3

18

th

Refueling Outage (3R1 8). These walkdowns revealed

evidence of leakage in the annulus at the RCP 2A suction safe end pressure instrument
nozzle (suction instrument nozzle). Subsequent examination confirmed reactor coolant
as the source.
Visual examinations of the remaining Unit 3 RCS cold leg instrument nozzles were
performed as required by Code Case N-722-1 with no evidence of additional RCS
pressure boundary leakage identified.
Repair of the original RCP 2A instrument nozzle and J-groove weld would require
removal of the RCP internals to access the internal surface of the reactor coolant piping
in order to grind out the attachment weld and repair or replace the remaining nozzle.
Such an activity would result in high radiation exposure to the personnel involved and
present the additional risk of introducing foreign material into the RCS and reactor core.
4
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Additionally, volumetric ultrasonic examination of the remnant J-groove weld was not
feasible because of its configuration and the restrictive access associated with the small
bore of the instrument nozzle internal orifice.
An ASME code-compliant half-nozzle design repair was implemented such that the
original RCP 2A instrument nozzle and J-groove weld no longer perform a pressure
boundary function. Details of the half-nozzle repair were provided previously in
References 2, 3, and 4.
APS is proposing the completed ASME Code-compliant half-nozzle repair and a flaw
evaluation as an alternative to the IWA-4421 requirements for flaw removal and IWB2420 successive examination requirements.
5.

Proposed Alternative and Basis for Use

APS is proposing an alternative in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(z)(1) that provides
an acceptable level of quality and safety. The alternative consists of two main elements:
a. ASME Code-compliant Half-Nozzle Repair
The half-nozzle repair is an industry standard, ASME Code-compliant repair method
that attaches a new PWSCC resistant Alloy 690 half-nozzle using ani external Alloy
52M partial penetration J-groove weld. The repair relocated the RCS pressure
boundary weld from the instrument nozzle J-groove weld on the interior wall of the
RCP suction nozzle safe end to the new exterior J-groove weld on the exterior wall.
The half-nozzle repair of the RCP 2A suction nozzle penetration will not remove the
flaws in the remnant J-groove weld or remnant Alloy 600 nozzle material near this
weld. The half-nozzle repair is shown in Figure 1-1, RCP Instrumenta~tion Nozzle
Repair Schematic, of Attachments 1 and 2 to this Enclosure.
b. Flaw Evaluation
The flaw evaluation postulated a maximum bounding flaw that propagates axially
and circumferentially through the J-groove weld and butter into the carbon steel
base material to a depth conservative with the remainder of the Unit 3 licensed
operating life, which expires on November 25, 2047. The results of the evaluation
were found to be acceptable and are summarized in Attachments 1 and 2 to this
Enclosure (n()n-proprietary and proprietary versions, respectively).
*The evaluation demonstrates the acceptability of the half-nozzle repair for the
flawed RCP suction safe end instrument nozzle at PVNGS Unit 3. A threedimensional finite element model was used to evaluate ASME Section III
stresses and generate transient stress inputs for the fracture mechanics
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evaluation. The finite element model conservatively accounts for general
corrosion of the nozzle bore for the half-nozzle repair.
The supporting corrosion analysis assumed percentages of time that the
plant operates at lower and higher temperatures to calculate total annual
corrosion over a 60 year period. The assumptions are verified to remain valid
via an engineering study that is periodically updated. The PVNGS
engineering study, 13-MS-B041, Alloy Steel CorrosionAnalysis Supporting
Alloy 600/690 Nozzle Repair/Replacement, is the result of an existing
regulatory commitment documented in Reference 7 for a prior RCS hot leg
half-nozzle repair. The study tracks shutdown and start-up conditions for halfnozzle repairs to other primary system components, including RCS hot leg
instrument nozzles and the Unit 3 reactor vessel bottom mounted instrument
nozzle number 3. This ongoing tracking ensures that the corrosion evaluation
remains bounding, and therefore, the allowable bore diameter of the RCP
suction safe end instrument penetration (RCS cold leg) is not exceeded. The
study is updated with operating cycie information following each refueling
outage and is current through the most recent refueling outages (1R18
completed November 2014, 2R18 completed May 2014, and 3R18
completed May 2015).
*Transient stresses and welding residual stresses were calculated using finite
element methods and the stresses were used in the fracture mechanics
evaluation. The fracture mechanics evaluation was performed in accordance with
ASME Section Xl and justified continued operation for the remaining life of the
plant with a flawed attachment weld present in the RCP suction safe end.
*A loose parts evaluation was performed to evaluate the effect that a postulated
loose weld fragment(s) of the instrument nozzle partial penetration weld might
have on the RCS and connected systems, structures, and components (SSCs).
The loose parts evaluation concluded that the postulated loose parts will have no
adverse impact on the RCS and connected SSCs through the current planned
end of plant life. lt was determined that all impacted SSCs would continue to be
capable of satisfying their design functions.
The above two elements, i.e., the nozzle repair and flaw evaluation, provide an
acceptable level of quality and safety in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(z)(1).
6.

Duration of Proposed Alternative

The duration of the request is for the remainder of the Unit 3 third inservice interval,
which expires January 10, 2018, based on the flaw evaluations of the effects of the
remnant J-groove weld flaw for the remainder of the PVNGS Unit 3 licensed operating
life.
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7.

Precedents

Relief Request 31 (Reference 7) for small-bore hot leg nozzles for similar half-nozzle
repairs provides a precedent for NRC approval of similar requests for Section Xl
alternatives.
8.

References
1.

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Xl, Rules for Inservice
Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components, 2001 Edition, including Addenda
through 2003
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3.

APS letter number 102-07037, Palo Verde Nuclear GeneratingStation Unit 3,
Docket No. STN 50-530, Transmittalof ProprietaryDocuments for Relief
Request 53, dated April 17, 2015, ADAMS Accession No. ML 15111A289

4.

APS letter number 102-07042, Palo Verde Nuclear GeneratingStation Unit 3,
Docket No. STN 50-530, APS Response to NRC Request for Additional
Information (RAI) for Relief Request 53, dated April 24, 2015, ADAMS Accession
No. ML15114A431

5.

NRC Memorandum to File, Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 3Summary of Telephone Conference on April 24, 2015, to Verbally Authorize
Relief Request 53, dated April 29, 2015, ADAMS Accession No. 151 14A431, ML
15117A042

6.

NRC Letter Palo Verde Nuclear GeneratingStation, Unit 3- Relief Request 53,
Alternative to ASME Code, Section Xl Requirements, dated September 15, 2015,
ADAMS Accession No. ML15117A042

7.

NRC Letter Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1, 2, and 3 - 10 CFR
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9.

Attachments
Attachment 1

-

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3 Reactor Coolant
Pump 2A Suction Safe End InstrumentationNozzle Half-Nozzle
RepairEvaluation, WCAP-1 8051-N P, Non-proprietary Version

Attachment 2

-

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3 Reactor Coolant
Pump 2A Suction Safe End Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle
Repair Evaluation, WCAP-1 8051 -P, Proprietary Version
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WeeingouenEecticComan
Westinghouse Drive

Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16086

USA

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk

Direct tel: (412) 374-.4643
Direct fax: (724)

940L8560

e-mail: greshaja@westinghouse.com

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

CAW-1 5-4303
October 8, 2015
APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
Subject: WCAP-l1805 1-P, Revision 0, "Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3 Reactor Coolant
Pump 2A Suction Safe End Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle Repair Evaluation"
(Proprietary)
The Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure is submitted by
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)( 1) of
Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations. It contains commercial strategic information proprietary
to Westinghouse and customarily held in confidence.
The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested in the above-referenced report is

further identified in Affidavit CAW-15-4303 signed by the owner of the proprietary information,
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. The Affidavit, which accompanies this letter, sets forth the basis
on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses with
specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's
regulations.
Accordingly, this letter authorizes the utilization of the accompanying Affidavit by Arizona Public
Service (APS).
Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the Application for Withholding or the
Westinghouse Affidavit should reference CAW-15-4303 and should be addressed to James A. Gresham,
Manager, Regulatory Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company, 1000 Westinghouse Drive,
Building 3 Suite 310, Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066.

.h
ams

GesamMnger

Regulatory Compliance

CAW-15-43 03
October 8, 2015
AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

SS

COUNTY OF BUTLER:

I, James

A. Gresham, am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of Westinghouse Electric

Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this Affidavit are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

aes A. Gresham, Manager
Regulatory Compliance

2
(1)

2
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1 am Manager, Regulatory Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse),
and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing the proprietary
information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection with nuclear power plant
licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to apply for its withholding on behalf
of Westinghouse.

(2)

I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.3 90 of the
Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse Application for Withholding
Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit.

(3)

I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating
information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential conmmercial or financial information.

(4)

Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations,
the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the
information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.
(i)

The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held
in confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii)

The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not
customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining
the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,
utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in
confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system constitute
Westinghouse policy and provide the rational basis required.
Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several
types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive
advantage, as follows:
(a)

The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,
structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of
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Westinghouse's competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a
competitive economic advantage over other companies.
(b)

It Consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or
component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a
competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved
marketability.

.(c)

Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his
competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance
of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d)

It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or
commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e)

It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded
development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(1)
(iii)

It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the
following:
(a)

The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive
advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to
protect the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b)

It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such
information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to
sell products and services involving the use of the information.

(c)

Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by
reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.

4CAW-15-4303

(d)

Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive
advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If
competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component
may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a
competitive advantage.

(e)

Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of
Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the
competition of those countries.

(f)

The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and
development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a
competitive advantage.

(iv)

The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the
provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390, is to be received in confidence by the Commission.

(v)

The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available
information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to
the best of our knowledge and belief.

(vi)

The proprietary information sought to be withheld inthis submittal is that which is
appropriately marked in WCAP-1 8051l-P, "Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3
Reactor Coolant Pump 2A Suction Safe End Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle Repair
Evaluation" (Proprietary), dated September 2015, for submittal to the Commission, being
transmitted by APS letter and Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from
Public Disclosure, to the Document Control Desk. The proprietary information as
submitted by Westinghouse is that associated with Westinghouse's request for NRC
approval of WCAP- 1805 1.
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This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:
(i)

Obtain NRC approval of WCAP-18051, "*Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
Station Unit 3 Reactor Coolant Pump 2A Suction Safe End
Instrumentation Nozzle Half-Nozzle Repair Evaluation"

(b)

Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:
(i)

Westinghouse plans to sell the use of similar information to its customers
for the purpose of providing fracture mechanics technical justification
and structural evaluation to support operation of reactor coolant pumps
with instrument nozzles with half nozzle repair.

(ii)

Westinghouse can sell support and defense of industry guidelines and
acceptance criteria for plant-specific applications.

(iii)

The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing
aspects ofra methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the
competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of competitors to
provide similar technical evaluation justifications and licensing defense services for commercial
power reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the information
would enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for licensing
documentation without purchasing the right to use the information.
The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of applying
the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and the expenditure
of a considerable sum of money.
In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical
programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the requisite
talent and experience, would have to be expended.
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Further the deponent sayeth not.
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PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and non-proprietary versions of a document furnished to the NRC in
connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.
In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.3 90 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
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